LN Campaign for Academic Excellence Donors
As of 1/9/17 – THANK YOU!!!

Level 1: Service
  Tiffany Armstrong
  Jerry and Selena Suiter
  Craig and Nicole Flandermeyer
  Alan and Patsy Greenburg
  Tiffany Hatfield
  Stephen Johnson
  Eric and Debra Magnuson
  Ted and Johanna Maple
  Afshan Memon
  Tom and Lucy Paskus
  Heidi Rich
  Rick and Shelly Richter
  Tim and Stacy Arnold
  Warren and Adrian Walls
  Warren and Adrian Walls
  Randy and Lisa Warman

Level 2: Honor
  Bryan and Sonia Dandridge
  Bill and Ginger Dayton
  Eli Lilly and Company Foundation, Inc.
    Simon Herbert
  Todd and Yvonne McCullough
  Daniel and Colleen Salvas
    Kendall Spilker
  Douglas & Carolyn Strain
  William and Judy Testin

Level 4: Achievement
  Brett and Angie Crousore
  Bill and Mary Griffin
  Christine Nicholas
  Christian and Amy Treend
  In Memory of Dorothy McElroy
  Jeff and Mei Ling Yu

Level 5: Excellence
  Anonymous
  Gordon and Julie Burgin
  Melissa Kriese
  Eric and Sally Rowland
  Dave and Debbie Winstone
  Dick and Brenda Freije
  James and Rebecca Henry